What is the distance from the finished surface for outlet boxes mounted in combustible construction?

What are the most common depths for device outlet boxes?

What requirement must be met when nails pass through an outlet box for fastening?

Which conductor is not counted when calculating the number of conductors permitted in a box? 1. one that runs through the box 2. one originating outside and terminating inside 3. one which originates inside and terminates inside 4. one that joins only one other

What is the minimum thickness for wooden strips fastened between studs to mount a device box?

What device is used to close up unused openings in panels and boxes?

How many No. 10 conductors are permitted in a 4” x 2 1/8” octagon box with 5 wire connectors?

What is the proper orientation for installing a receptacle in an outlet box when a metal cover is to be used? 1. neutral slot up if horizontal and ground slot up if vertical 2. neutral slot up if horizontal and neutral and hot slots up if vertical 3. hot slot up if horizontal and ground slot up if vertical 4. hot slot up if horizontal and neutral and ground slots up if vertical

What is a continuous load according to the CEC? 1 hour in 2

Which of the following is considered part of the basic load calculation? Track lighting

What length of track lighting is considered one outlet according to the CEC? 600 mm

What is the minimum number of split duplex receptacles required on kitchen counters in a residence?

Which other receptacle is permitted on a circuit with the dining plug? Gas range

What is the minimum number of circuits for a garage light, door opener, and receptacle in the car bay? 1

When is a stairwell light to be switched from both levels in a residence? 4 steps

How many basement lights are required for an area that measures 100 m²? 4
What is distance that must be maintained between NMSC and a heating duct? 25mm

What is the maximum distance cables may be bundled together before derating is necessary?

How often must 27 trade size PVC conduit be supported? 750mm

What is the maximum distance between a pole and a consumer’s service according to the CEC? 30m

What is the minimum depth below the well head for a well casing to be used as the grounding electrode? 15 m